
F O R T  C A N A D A
This fortified position is known as Fort Canada. It was originally 
built in 1941 as one of a series of posts in response to the direct 
threat of a para-troop attack to the Fortress from the rear. As a result, 
Gibraltar was divided into fourteen sectors with the construction of 
blockhouses such as these at key vantage points. 

Part of the 2nd Gibraltar Brigade Defence Scheme (which included 
the South West area of Gibraltar) dictated the setting up of several 
piquet posts along Europa Road from the Loreto Convent up to Europa 
Point. These were to be manned in the event of a para-troop attack. 
A portion of this area was under the responsibility of 2 Tunnelling 
Company, Royal Canadian Engineers as they were billeted nearby. 

One of these piquet posts had been set up here in early in 1941, at the 
side of the entrance tunnel to Windmill Hill and was named ‘Devils 
Bellows’. This initial post was likely a simple affair using sandbags 
though consequently the decision was taken to construct the present 
concrete blockhouse in this spot. 

Construction:

Figure 1:  Position under construction, May 1941

On the 4th May 1941, No.2 Section, 2 Tunnelling Company, Royal 
Canadian Engineers (T), under the command of Lieutenant Elson, 
commenced pouring the concrete floor as part of its foundations 
and by the end of May, the blockhouse had been formed up and 
concrete poured into them. These forms were completely stripped 
and the structure cleaned up by the 18th June 1941. This resulted in 
a blockhouse with a 28cm thick roof, 45cm vertical walls and 2.1m 
internal height. 

The opportunity was taken to name this pillbox, FORT CANADA; this 
name being set in concrete on one of the exterior surfaces.  Although 
this name appears to have been chipped away shortly after, the 
remains can still be seen. 

Figure 2:  Remnants of Fort Canada name plaque

Camouflage and fit out:
Interestingly, an attempt at camouflaging this structure was made by 
trying to imitate the surrounding masonry and painting the exterior 
walls though this was deemed a failure by the assigned Camouflage 
Officer. 

The resourceful Lt Elson, also devised two unique mountings for the 
Lewis Machine Gun out of galvanised tubing that allowed this gun 
to traverse and fire through the small square shaped loopholes. One 
of them covered the approach road to Windmill Hill whilst the other 
one covered the escarpment on the Western side. These mountings 
are the only fixtures that still survive inside the position. 

A Lewis Machine Gun could also be mounted on the roof of the 
blockhouse for use in Anti-Aircraft defence against low flying enemy 
planes.  An additional loophole for use with a sniper rifle was also 
constructed.

Figure 3: World War One vintage Lewis Machine Gun

Operational use:
This blockhouse was used during several exercises, including Anti 
Para-troop Exercise “BROLLY”, in October 1941, which aimed to test 
the local defence capabilities for the Windmill Hill area involving the 
simulated landing of enemy Para-troopers. It was finally sealed up in 
the late 50’s but has survived in excellent condition, a testament to 
the high quality of construction bestowed upon it by these Canadian 
artisans.

Figure 4: interior view of blockhouse and unique Lewis Gun mountings

Figure 5: Original wartime image (IWM GM115)

Figure 6: Group picture of the 2nd Canadian Tunnelling Company in Gibraltar
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